
ACCESSORIES
CB500X

Brought for the first time to the 
Motocross enthusiasts in 1981, the 

rear mono shock system patent-
ed by Honda is applied on many 

production models such as 
the CB500X, but also on the 

RC213V racing in MotoGP.

DID YOU KNOW?

Prolink: from motocross to MotoGP race tracks
H
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LUGGAGE

REAR CARRIER
08L71-MGZ-D80ZA

Sturdy rear carrier with integrated pillion grabs rails.
Not compatible with the panniers stay.

35L TOP BOX 
08ESY-MJX-TBWK

35-liters Top Box designed to be operated with your 
CB500X key. This set includes the rear carrier and the 
base needed to mount the top box on the bike. The key 
system is also included.

FULL LUGGAGE KIT
08ESY-MKP-FL21

Equip your CB500X for the long haul travel with this 
kit including the 35L Top Box, the panniers with their 
design pannels, the key cylinders and the mounting 
system.

TANK BAG
08ESY-MKP-TKB19B

Small bag specially designed to fit the CB500X tank. 
The bag has 2 magnetic flaps and 2 removable straps. 
The kit includes 2 sets of screw pan, collar and plain 
washer and 2 adhesive protective films to protect the 
tank against scratches. Volume: 3 litres.

PLASTIC PANNIERS SET
08L70-MGZ-D80

Set of two aerodynamically shaped panniers especially 
fully integrated with the design of the CB500X.
Stay and key system sold separately.

TOP BOX INNER BAG (35L)
08L09-MGS-D30

Black nylon bag with silver Honda wing logo on front 
pocket. Expandable from 15 to 25l. The front pocket can 
contain an a4-size file. Comes with adjustable shoulder 
belt and carrying handle.

REAR SEAT BAG WITH ATTACHMENT
08ESY-MKP-SEAT

A simple and functional rear bag specifically adapted 
to the tapered shape of the rear seat. Easy attachment 
and stable mounting thanks to the attachment provid-
ed. Capacity of 15 litres that can be expanded to 22 
litres. Rain cover included.
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€347.00€272.00 €399.00 €1399.00

€57.00 €119.00 €179.00

303.08€ 552.60€ 337.01€

109.04€ 101.69€67.27€

Preturi exprimate in Euro cu TVA inclus, fara valoare contractuala



COMFORT

FRONT LED FOG LIGHTS
08ESY-MKP-FOG19

Set of 2 additional front LED headlights with all nec-
essary components for fitment to the front side pipe 
also included in this set. Increase the visibility for the 
rider and make him more noticeable for the traffic sur-
rounding him.

GRIP HEATERS SET
08ESY-MKP-HG19

Slim heated grips with integrated control unit providing 
360° heat around the grips. Features 3-step variable 
heating levels and an integrated circuit to protect the 
battery from draining. Attachment and special heat-re-
sistant cement included.

12V SOCKET
08U70-MKP-D80

12V Power Socket allows you to power or charge elec-
trical equipment directly from the bike.

KNUCLE GUARDS
08P70-MJW-J80

This pair of knuckle guards will deflect wind & rain 
away from the riders hands and increase his comfort. 
They also achieve to give your CB500X the ultimate 
Adventure look.

SMOKE WIND SCREEN
08R70-MKP-J80

Smoked windscreen for improved comfort and a sporty 
look. Size and shape are identical to the standard clear 
wind screen.

DEFLECTOR KIT
08R71-MKP-J80

Set of black left and right deflectors to protect legs from 
wind.

FRONT SIDE PIPE
08P72-MKP-J80ZA

Improve the protection and gives a mounting for the fog lights (sold separately)

TANK PAD
08P70-MGH-J20

Helps to protect the tank from scratches.

PROTECTION
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€838.00 €389.00 €27.00

€128.00 €55.00 €62.00 €79.00 €42.00

814.39€ 383.55€ 27.55€

130.16€ 55.63€ 62.95€ 252.33 € 52.63€

Preturi exprimate in Euro cu TVA inclus, fara valoare contractuala Preturi exprimate in Euro cu TVA inclus, fara valoare contractuala



ACCESSORIES PACK

COMFORT
CONTENT 08HME-MKP-CX19

Knuckle Guards •
Deflectors •
Grip Heaters •
12V Accessory Socket •
Main Stand •

MAINTENANCE

MAIN STAND KIT 
08M70-MKP-J80

Facilitates cleaning and rear wheel maintenance, plus 
allows for more secure parking on uneven surfaces.

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER XL
08P34-BC2-801

Protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water-resistant 
breathable fabric that allows the bike to dry while 
covered. Rope to tighten the cover to avoid fluttering. 
Two holes in front lower area for easy introduction of 
U-lock. Not suitable for bikes with top box and/or pan-
niers installed.
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PRICES € 679.00

€148.00 €69.00150.78€ 86.00 €

717.87 €

Preturi exprimate in Euro cu TVA inclus, fara valoare contractuala


